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" PATIENCE "  is without  doubt the most satirical of all the Gilbert and
Sullivan operas, and as a theatrical comment on aestheticism it has yet to  be
surpassed.    Because of the highly satirical content of  the`libretto and lyrics,
Gilbert often feared for its success and its future.  He need never have worried
for, as we now know, the first night at the Opera Comique on the  23rd April,
1881, was another triumph for the famous Gilbert-Sullivan-Carte trio, and the
first night audience demanded eight encores :   and as for its future,  sufficient
to remember that it has survived the changing fancies of 72 years, and is still
as popular as ever.

Apart  from  Sullivan's  delightful  lyrical  score,  perhaps  "Patience"  has
lost none of its popularity because its  basic  subject-Affectation-is  always
with us.    When the opera was written, the "aesthetic craze" was at  its  peak
-.-.. languid ladies in hideous costumes and affected men continually posing  in
ridiculous attitudes were to  be  seen  in  every  fashionable  salon.    The  craze
began as a legitimate attempt to bring beauty into a drab and ugly Victorian
era but got carried to undreamt of extremes.   Nowadays, we are not so brave
in our dress and behaviour, but who among us will  dare  to  admit  that  he  is
free of affected marinerisms ?

"Patience" contains some of Sullivan's most lovely music and  the  clever

contrast between the languorous melodies of-the ae.sthetics and  the  pompous
martial notes of the Dragoons is a fine piece .of theatrical writing.    As in the
past,  simplicity  has  been  the  key-note  of  our  production.    With  an  ever
increasing membership we constantly yearn for a larger stage to accommodate
a larger  Chorus,  but  until  that  day  comes  we  trust  that  quality  will  make
up for what we lack in quantity.

We sincerely hope you will be entertained by our opera this evening, and
thank you for your kind support both now and in the future.
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